
IMPORTANT ISSUES TO CONSIDER FOR SAUBLE SEWERS  
- SUBMITTED BY GAIL MASON 
 
1.      Are sewers absolutely necessary?  Is there a definite need for sewers? 

  Was this entire issue pushed forward  by eager developers as soon as the beach was 
closed for ecoli?  Many beaches have been closed by ecoli even though sewers are 
already in place.  Did accurate testing take place at the time?  Where was the testing 
done?  Were septic systems established as the exact and only cause for the ecoli? 
What was the result of the tests?  Was the testing done by professionals?  It appears 
the septic system investigation was not precisely done and results were not valid.  

 
2.  Who exactly is pushing for these sewers and why? 

  It certainly appears that the residents of Sauble Beach are not in favour of sewers. It has 
been proven, time and time again, through public meetings, election results, 
newspaper editorials, comment sheets, surveys, etc., that sewers are not necessary and 
not wanted.  

  The businesses and developers want sewers.  Development in Sauble would definitely 
bring huge profits to certain businesses.  Check Wasaga and Grand Bend.  Is that the 
future for Sauble?  Unfortunately with sewers it would be inevitable. Bylaws and 
zoning regulations can easily be changed. Grand Bend can prove that fact.  

  The town of South Bruce Peninsula would like to think that they would reap large tax 
dollars from residents and constituents. However, would the huge expenditure for the 
sewers be a financial burden for the town as well as the constituents? A large 
percentage of tax dollars comes from Sauble. What happens if people just can't afford 
sewers.? Many had to sell their homes due to the large municipal water expenditure.- 
now sewers? 

  The majority of winter residents are seniors.  There are no jobs in neighbouring cities, 
nor in Sauble to attract younger residents. Young families in Sauble are struggling 
now.  You could lose these retired residents due to added financial burden with the 
cost of sewers. Then who will reside here? 

 
3.  Funding from the government means nothing if the Town is not able to support the 
additional costs for sewers? 

  This is a recession.  Many are having  financial difficulties.  
  What happens if the extra expenditure for sewers is not feasibly possible?  
  The Town may end up with a huge debt load and may not be able to recover costs.  Has 

anyone actually looked at the long range forecast for the Town if Sauble , the 
majority of tax dollars, would not be able to support the added burden? 

 
4.  Why is Genivar still spending huge tax dollars for a system that is not necessary and not 
needed? 

  No one can understand why Genivar is still in the picture?  Who exactly is benefiting 
from this company?  Of course, Genivar will lose thousands of dollars if they do not 
get this deal, but who is running the show here?  Are the councillors and mayor not in 
charge?   Who is paying for these presentations and why?  It hasn't even been proven 



beyond a doubt that sewers are necessary? Wouldn't that be the first criteria before 
hiring a firm to plan a sewage treatment plant???  

 
5.  Has anyone seriously looked at other alternatives for the downtown beside this major 
sewage treatment plant?  

  At the public meeting a downtown resident who rents out his property said he just had a 
holding tank replaced at a cost of about $3,000.00.  He then had the tank pumped out 
twice in the summer at a cost of about $300.00.  He was happy with that and could 
not see paying the huge amount of money for a sewer when he was quite happy with 
the system he had in place.  

  What is the problem with other properties.  A detailed examination of all downtown 
properties needs to be done and not just the businesses.  

 
6.   It appears that the downtown businesses want sewers.  They want to increase their 
profits and develop further.   

  This is understandable, but why should residents who do not have  trouble with their 
septic systems have to pay for the future profits of businesses?  

  Unfortunately, if downtown businesses want sewers, then they should have to pay for 
them.  All the residents (who have septic systems) are content with their septic 
systems.  If there is a problem with any system, then a homeowner has to fix the 
problem at his/her expense.  

   When a person or company buys a commercial /residential property they realize that 
they have to fix any problems that arise at their own cost. When these downtown 
properties were purchased , they must have realized that there may be a future 
problem with their sewage.   What happened to "Major future expenditure savings" ? 
Any income property would definitely consider this in their budget. 

 
THESE ARE MAJOR ISSUES TO DISCUSS AND CONSIDER. PLEASE DO SO 
WISELY AND CAUTIOUSLY.   
THE MAJORITY OF THE COUNCIL DO NOT LIVE IN SAUBLE . THE RESIDENTS 
THAT LIVE IN SAUBLE ARE ANXIOUS, WORRIED AND FRUSTRATED WITH 
THIS ONGOING PROCESS.  IT HAS TO BE DEALT WITH ONCE AND FOR ALL.  
WE HAVE PROVEN REPEATEDLY THAT SEWERS ARE NOT NECESSARY AND 
NOT NEEDED. THE TOWN CANNOT AFFORD THEM!  WE THE RESIDENTS 
CANNOT AFFORD THEM.  


